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We study the synchronization of a Van der Pol self-oscillator with Kerr anharmonicity to an external
drive. We demonstrate that the anharmonic, discrete energy spectrum of the quantum oscillator leads to
multiple resonances in both phase locking and frequency entrainment not present in the corresponding
classical system. Strong driving close to these resonances leads to nonclassical steady-state Wigner
distributions. Experimental realizations of these genuine quantum signatures can be implemented with
current technology.
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The synchronization of self-oscillators is a subject with
great relevance to several natural sciences [1,2]. Its exciting
frontiers include neuronal synchronization in the human
brain [3,4] and stabilization of power-grid networks [5],
as well as the engineering of high-precision clocks [6,7].
Recent advances in nanotechnology will enable experi-
ments with large arrays of self-oscillators in the near future
[8,9]. Whereas most research has focused on the classical
domain, synchronization in the quantum regime [10] has
become a very active topic. There has been much recent
experimental progress with micro- and nanomechanical
systems [11–15] and theoretical proposals for mesoscopic
ensembles of atoms [16–18], lasers [19], cavity optome-
chanics [20–23], trapped ions [24–26], arrays of coupled
nonlinear cavities [27], and interacting quantum dipoles
[28]. In addition, there are open conceptual questions on
the relation of synchronization to entanglement or mutual
information [29,30].
Studying a Van der Pol oscillator, the most prominent

example of a self-oscillator, recent theoretical work charac-
terized how synchronization quantitatively differs between
its quantum and classical realization in phase locking [24,25]
as well as in frequency entrainment [21,22]. While synchro-
nization is hindered by quantum noise compared to the
classical model [21,22], noise is less detrimental [24,25] than
one would expect from a semiclassical description.
In this Letter, we study self-oscillators for which both

the damping and the frequency are amplitude dependent.
We show that their synchronization behavior is qualitatively
different in the quantum and the classical regime. Focusing
on a Van der Pol oscillator with Kerr anharmonicity, we find
two genuine quantum signatures. First, while the synchro-
nization of one such oscillator to an external drive is
maximal at one particular frequency classically, the corre-
sponding quantum system shows a tendency to synchronize
at multiple frequencies. Using perturbation theory in the
drive strength, we demonstrate that these multiple resonan-
ces reflect the quantized anharmonic energy spectrum of the

oscillator. We show that these features are observable in
the phase probability distribution if the Kerr anharmonicity
is large compared to the relaxation rates and the system is in
the quantum regime; i.e., the limit cycle amplitudes are
small. In the semiclassical limit, the energy spectrum
becomes continuous, so that the resonances (and therefore
the quantized energy spectrum) cannot be resolved. Using
numerically exact simulations of the full quantum master
equation, we find a second genuine quantum signature: For
strong driving close to these resonances, the steady-state
Wigner distribution exhibits areas of negative density; i.e.,
the steady state is nonclassical.
Model.—We consider an anharmonic self-oscillator

subject to an external drive. For concreteness, we will
focus on a Van der Pol self-oscillator with Kerr anharmo-
nicity, but the results we present are generic and can be
generalized to other anharmonic self-oscillators. In the
rotating frame of the drive, our model system is described
by the quantum master equation

_ρ ¼ −i½H0 þH1; ρ� þ Lρ; ð1Þ

with Hamiltonian H0 ¼ −Δa†aþ Kða†aÞ2, drive
Hamiltonian H1 ¼ iEða − a†Þ, and Lindblad operator
Lρ ¼ ðγ1=2ÞD½a†�ρþ ðγ2=2ÞD½a2�ρ, where a denotes the
annihilation operator for the oscillator and D½x�ρ ¼
2xρx† − ðx†xρ − ρx†xÞ. The Hamiltonian H0 describes a
Kerr oscillator with an anharmonic spectrum characterized
by the Kerr parameter K > 0; see Fig. 1(a). The coherent
drive has amplitude E and frequency ωd that is detuned
from the (harmonic) frequency of the oscillator ωm by
Δ ¼ ωd − ωm. The oscillator is also subject to two inco-
herent processes described by the Lindblad operator L, i.e.,
linear (one-phonon) antidamping with rate γ1 and nonlinear
(two-photon) damping with rate γ2.
Phase space description and semiclassical model.—

Fully equivalent to the quantum master equation (1), the
system can be described by a partial differential equation
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∂tWðα; α�; tÞ ¼ ΛWðα; α�; tÞ for the Wigner distributionW
[31,32] with
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Both the Kerr anharmonicity K and the Van der Pol
nonlinearity γ2 lead to third-order derivatives in α that
are necessary for nonclassical steady-state Wigner densities
[33]. Indeed, for the Van der Pol term γ2 the third-order
derivative is accompanied with a diffusion term limiting
the genuine quantum behavior, whereas the Kerr term K
gives us the opportunity to increase “quantumness”without
adding diffusion. Note that this could be equally well
achieved with other anharmonic Hamiltonian terms, stem-
ming, e.g., from an anharmonic Duffing potential [34,35].
In the limit of large limit-cycle amplitudes jαj, i.e.,

γ1 ≫ γ2, we can neglect the third-order derivatives
[24,36,37] and get

Λc ¼ ∂α

��
ΓðjαjÞ
2

þ iΩðjαjÞ
�
αþ E

�

þ ∂α�∂αDðjαjÞ þ H:c:; ð3Þ

that contains only first- and second-order derivatives corre-
sponding to drift and diffusion, respectively. As illustrated in
Fig. 1(b), the drift term consists of an amplitude-dependent
damping rate Γ ¼ −γ1 þ 2γ2ðjαj2 − 1Þ, an amplitude-
dependent oscillation frequency Ω ¼ −Δþ 2Kðjαj2 − 1Þ
in the frame of the drive, and the drive of strength E.
The diffusion is given by D ¼ ðγ1=4Þ þ ðγ2=2Þð2jαj2 − 1Þ.
In the absence of driving E ¼ 0 and using polar

coordinates α ¼ Aeiϕ, the dynamics of the amplitude A
decouples from the dynamics of the phase ϕ in Eq. (3).
Within a Gaussian approximation similar to Refs. [38,39],
we solve for the radial steady-state distribution WðAÞ and
find a mean amplitude A0 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ γ1=2γ2

p
for which

ΓðA0Þ ¼ 0. For A ≫ 1, we obtain a variance σ2A ¼ 3
8
, so

that the relative deviation σA=A0 is negligible and we can
approximate the amplitude-dependent diffusion constant
with its value at A0, i.e., D ≈ ð3γ1 þ 2γ2Þ=4 > 0. In this
case, Λc is a Fokker-Planck operator describing a classical
process. The oscillation frequency Ω is sensitive to fluc-
tuations in the amplitude A, i.e., σΩ ∝ KA0 ≈ K

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
γ1=2γ2

p
.

Therefore, classically, the range of detuning Δ for which
phase locking and frequency entrainment occur becomes
larger with increasing K and A0, as we shall also see in
Figs. 3(b) and 3(f).
Analytical treatment.—To gain some analytical under-

standing, we use perturbation theory [40] to approximate
the steady state of the quantum master equation (1) in the
limit of weak drive strength and large Kerr anharmonicity
E ≪ γ1 þ γ2 ≪ K. In analogy to standard perturbation
theory for Hamiltonians, we decompose the quantum
master equation _ρ ¼ ðL0 þ L1Þρ in Eq. (1) into an
unperturbed operator L0 and a perturbation L1 with
L0ρ ¼ Lρ − i½H0; ρ� and L1ρ ¼ −i½H1; ρ�. The first-order
correction to the steady state is ρð1Þ ¼ −L−1

0 L1ρ
ð0Þ, where

ρð0Þ is the steady state of the unperturbed LiouvillianL0 and
L−1
0 is its Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse.
The unperturbed steady state ρð0Þ can be found analyti-

cally: ρð0Þnn ¼ rnΦð1þ n; rþ n; rÞ=½ðrÞnΦð1; r; 2rÞ�, where
ð·Þn denotes the Pochhammer symbol, Φ is Kummer’s
confluent hypergeometric function, and r ¼ γ1=γ2 [41].
We see that ρð0Þ is diagonal in the number basis describing
limit cycles without any preferred phase; i.e., their Wigner
density is rotationally symmetric, and it depends only on the
ratio of relaxation rates γ1=γ2 and not the Kerr parameter K.
In the limit of large r, corresponding to a large mean

amplitude, the ρð0Þnn follow a Gaussian distribution with mean
hni ¼ r=2 and varianceΔ2n ¼ 3r=4. This is consistent with
the large-amplitude semiclassical treatment above, as both
mean hni ≈ A2

0 and Fano factor Δ2n=hni ≈ 4σ2A agree. In
the opposite limit r → 0, the steady state is approximately
ρð0Þ → 2

3
j0ih0j þ 1

3
j1ih1j þOðγ1=γ2Þ.

Next, we exploit the fact that the superoperator L0 can
be decomposed into a term coupling diagonal density

(a) (b)

FIG. 1. Van der Pol self-oscillator with Kerr anharmonicity.
(a) Lowest-lying energy levels. The Kerr anharmonicity K leads
to a level spacing ωm þ ð2nþ 1ÞK increasing with excitation
number n. In this figure, the coherent drive (green arrows) is
resonant with the transition between the states j1i and j2i.
The wiggly lines denote two incoherent processes: linear
(one-phonon) antidamping with rate γ1 (red arrows) and nonlinear
(two-phonon) damping with rate γ2 (blue arrows). (b) The
amplitude-dependent damping rate Γ (blue solid line) and
amplitude-dependent diffusion constant D (green dashed line)
in the semiclassical equation (3) as a function of the amplitude A.
In the limit of large amplitude A, the radial Wigner density WðAÞ
is a Gaussian with variance σ2A ¼ 3=8 around the zero of Γ, i.e.,
ΓðAÞ ¼ 0.
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matrix elements and a term coupling off-diagonal elements
separately. Neglecting terms of the order of γ1=K and
γ2=K, we obtain the inverse L−1

0 in the off-diagonal
subspace by inverting its diagonal so that L−1

0 jmþ 1ihmj ≈
λ−1mþ1;mjmþ 1ihmj with

λmþ1;m ¼ i½Δ − Kð2mþ 1Þ� − Γm

2
; ð4Þ

where

Γm ¼ γ1ð2mþ 3Þ þ 2γ2m2: ð5Þ
Finally, as L1 couples only neighboring Fock states,

ρð1Þ ¼ −L−1
0 L1ρ

ð0Þ has nonzero elements only on the minor
diagonals, so that the first-order correction for the steady
state is

ρð1Þmþ1;m ¼ ρð1Þ�m;mþ1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mþ 1

p
E
ðρð0Þmm − ρð0Þmþ1;mþ1Þ

λmþ1;m
: ð6Þ

The anharmonic quantum energy levels of the Kerr oscil-
lator shown in Fig. 1(a) lead to multiple resonances in the
first-order response to an external drive. In the following,
we will discuss the consequences of these resonances in
terms of phase locking and frequency entrainment.
Phase locking.—It is well known that there is not a

unique way to define the phase operator in quantum
mechanics [42]. One option [43] that has been used to
study quantum synchronization [26] is the phase distribu-
tion PðϕÞ ¼ ð1=2πÞhϕjρjϕi with jϕi ¼ P∞

n¼0 e
inϕjni,

yielding 2πPðϕÞ − 1 ¼ P∞
m≠n¼0 ρm;neiϕðn−mÞ. Our pertur-

bative steady-state solution (6) contains only terms with
n −m ¼ �1, so PðϕÞ ¼ ð2π=2πÞ þ η1 cosϕþ η2 sinϕ
with η1 ¼ ð1=πÞP∞

m¼0 Re½ρmþ1;m� and η2 ¼ ð1=πÞP∞
m¼0

Im½ρmþ1;m�.
To convert the phase distribution PðϕÞ into a single

number characterizing the tendency to synchronize, we use
the absolute value of the measure defined in Ref. [23], i.e.,

S ¼ jSjeiθ ¼ haiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ha†ai

p ¼
P∞

m¼0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mþ 1

p
ρmþ1;mffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP∞

m¼0mρm;m

p : ð7Þ

Note that the Hamiltonian in (1) is time independent, as it is
written already in the rotating frame of the external drive.
As a consequence, S is also independent of time in steady
state. The mean relative phase between the external drive
and the self-oscillator is measured by θ. For synchroniza-
tion to occur, it suffices that there is only a small variation
of the phase. Such a small variation leads to large values of
jSj → 1, which we therefore adopt as our synchronization
measure to compare phase locking in the quantum case (2)
and the semiclassical case (3). The exact value of the
relative phase θ is not relevant for our purposes and is
therefore discarded here.
Evaluating S for the perturbative steady-state solution

(6), we obtain

Sðρð1ÞÞ ¼
X∞
m¼0

ðρð0Þmþ1;mþ1 − ρð0ÞmmÞ mþ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ha†ai

p E
λmþ1;m

: ð8Þ

Equation (8) is one of the main results of this Letter. Sðρð1ÞÞ
is a coherent sum of resonances at Δ ¼ Kð2mþ 1Þ and
width Γm. They can be resolved for large Kerr anharmo-
nicity K ≫ Γm defined in Eq. (5). The number of visible
resonances depends on the number of non-negligible

probabilities ρð0Þmm in the unperturbed steady state ρð0Þ. In
the quantum limit r → 0, the resonances become more
pronounced, since fewer levels are occupied. In the limit
r → ∞, the energy spectrum becomes continuous, so that
the resonances can no longer be resolved.
With this analytical understanding in mind, we now

present exact numerical steady-state results of Eq. (1)
obtained with the steady-state solver of QuTIP [44,45],
which we compare to the semiclassical approximation
described by Λc of Eq. (3), where the steady state is found
by discretizing the Fokker-Planck equation. In Figs. 2 and
3, the resulting phase-locking measure jSj is plotted as a
function of the system parameters. The black solid line in
Fig. 2(a) shows jSj as a function of the detuning Δ=K for
γ2 ¼ 7γ1, E ¼ 2.25γ1, and K ¼ 50γ1. We find that the
position of the resonances is very well described by Eq. (8)
(red bold dotted line). In contrast, the semiclassical model
defined by Eq. (3) would lead to a single, broad resonance
(blue dashed line). Figures 2(b)–2(d) show how phase
locking at the two maxima and the one minimum manifests
in the steady-state Wigner distribution Wðα; α�Þ.

(a)

(b) (c) (d)

FIG. 2. (a) Phase-locking measure jSj for forced synchroniza-
tion and corresponding Wigner distributions. The phase-locking
behavior for the quantum system (black solid line) described by Λ
[defined in Eq. (2)] can be understood with our perturbative
expression (8) (red bold dotted line). For the parameters of this
plot (γ2=γ1 ¼ 7, E=γ1 ¼ 2.25, and K=γ1 ¼ 50), approximately
three energy levels have a significant occupation, so that two
resonances are possible. The blue dashed line shows the results
of the corresponding semiclassical model Λc [defined in Eq. (3)],
for which there is only one resonance as expected. The time-
independent steady-state Wigner distributions for the parameters
at the two peaks (b),(d) and the minimum (c) illustrate the
quantum phase-locking behavior of Λ.
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Figure 3(a) illustrates how more resonances at Δ ¼
Kð2mþ 1Þ appear with decreasing γ2=γ1, as more Fock
levels become populated, while each individual resonance
becomes weaker. The semiclassical approximation depicted
in Fig. 3(b) shows broadening, but there is one smeared-out
resonance, as the energy distribution is continuous classi-
cally. Figure 3(c) shows the synchronization tongue, i.e., the
synchronization measure as a function of detuning Δ for
increasing drive E. The ratio γ2=γ1 is chosen such that
three Fock levels have a non-negligible population in steady
state resulting in the two resonances for the full quantum
description. As expected classically, the tongue is not split
in Fig. 3(d), showing the solution for Λc. Finally, Figs. 3(e)
and 3(f) illustrate that in the absence of a Kerr anharmonicity,
K ¼ 0, there is only one resonance, as all energy gaps are
identical for harmonic oscillators. For increasing K, the
resonance splits in the quantum system [Fig. 3(e)], while the
classical resonance [Fig. 3(f)] broadens.
Frequency entrainment and negative Wigner density.—

We now use the power spectrum

PðωÞ ¼
Z

∞

−∞
eiωthb†ðtÞbð0Þidt ð9Þ

to discuss the frequency entrainment [22]. In Fig. 4(a), we
demonstrate that for a nonzero Kerr anharmonicity K ≠ 0
the frequency entrainment shows resonances at detunings
Δ ¼ ð2nþ 1ÞK, similar to the resonances in phase locking
discussed in the previous paragraph. For the parameters of
Fig. 4, the drive is so strong that the dynamics goes beyond
first-order perturbation theory, and also diagonal matrix
elements of the density matrix in steady state are changed.
As shown in the inset in Fig. 4(b), for the detuning at the
Δ ¼ 5K resonance the redistribution is from even to odd
Fock states, which have negative Wigner density around
the origin α ¼ 0. Accordingly, the steady-state Wigner
distribution shows strong negative density as shown in
Fig. 4(b) and therefore cannot be described in a semi-
classical picture.

This clearly demonstrates that (quantum-induced)
diffusion is insufficient to describe the synchronization
dynamics of anharmonic oscillators, since derivatives of
higher than second order are required to bring about a
negative Wigner density [33] in the phase space formu-
lation of quantum optics. Here, the higher-order derivatives
stem from both the Kerr and the Van der Pol nonlinearity;
see Eq. (2). Interestingly, though, in the case of linear
instead of nonlinear damping, the steady-state Wigner
distribution can be calculated analytically [46,47] and it
is always positive, even for K ≠ 0. Similarly, for Van der
Pol oscillators without a Kerr term, only positive-valued
Wigner densities have been found [22,24]. These obser-
vations suggest that for harmonic driving only the combi-
nation of a Kerr anharmonicity and a Van der Pol
nonlinearity results in a nonclassical steady state.
Experimental implementation.—The driven Van der Pol

oscillator can be implemented with trapped ions, where
one-phonon gain and two-phonon loss can be engineered
by driving different sidebands [24]. Also, our additional
requirement K ≫ Γm is feasible, as trapping potentials
with very large anharmonicities in position can be realized
[48–50] with almost lossless resonators, e.g., K¼ 20 kHz
in Ref. [49] and typical heating rates on the order of 100 Hz
[51]. For optimized systems [52,53] heating rates on the
order of hertz have been reported. We further discuss
effects of a finite heating rate in Supplemental Material
[35]. The Duffing anharmonicity χðaþ a†Þ4 found in
trapped-ion systems may be approximated by a Kerr term
for ωm ≫ χha†ai using the rotating-wave approximation
(RWA). The corresponding Kerr parameter is then given by
K ¼ 6χ. We numerically confirm that the RWA has a large
regime of validity [35].
Synchronization can also be studied in optomechanical

systems [11–15], where as a future perspective strong Kerr

(a) (c) (e)

(b) (d) (f)

FIG. 3. Global behavior of the phase-locking measure jSj for
the steady state of Λ (a),(c),(e) and Λc (b),(d),(f). In (a) and (b) jSj
is plotted as a function of Δ and γ2 for E ¼ 2.25γ1 and K ¼ 50γ1,
in (c) and (d) as a function ofΔ and E for γ2 ¼ 5γ1 andK ¼ 50γ1,
and in (e) and (f) as a function of Δ and K for γ2 ¼ 5γ1,
E ¼ 2.25γ1, and Kmax ¼ 50γ1.

(a) (b)

FIG. 4. (a) Power spectrum PðωÞ of the quantum Van der
Pol–Kerr oscillator as a function of detuning Δ for γ2 ¼ 0.8γ1,
E ¼ 4.5γ1, and K ¼ 25γ1. The red solid line indicates the
maximum of the power spectrum, and the black dashed line
the detuning Δ of the external drive. Around Δ ≈ K and Δ ≈ 3K,
the two lines match, indicating a resonance in the frequency
entrainment. At Δ ¼ 5K, the spectrum shows a third, smaller
response. The steady state for these parameters is characterized
by a Wigner distribution with negative density; see (b). The inset
shows the Fock state probabilities PðnÞ in the presence (right blue
bars) and absence of the coherent drive (left black bars).
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anharmonicities may be engineered according to proposals
[54–57].
Conclusion.—We have identified parameter regimes where

the synchronization of a quantum anharmonic oscillator is
qualitatively different from that in the corresponding semi-
classical model. We have shown that phase locking is
resonantly enhanced and suppressed due to the quantization
of possible oscillation frequencies, as reflected in the extrema
of the synchronization tongue of Fig. 3. This behavior can be
understood with a simple analytical model leading to Eq. (8).
Frequency entrainment can switch from unlocked to nearly
locked behavior at the same resonances as shown in Fig. 4(a).
A further clear signature of nonclassical dynamics is the
negative density in the steady-state Wigner distribution
displayed in Fig. 4(b), which is in contrast to similar systems
[47]. Possible experimental realizations include trapped ion
setups or other platforms with a strongly anharmonic
spectrum. We expect that the genuine quantum signatures
discussed here will be relevant in studies of synchronization
in anharmonic oscillator networks or anharmonic oscillators
coupled to other quantum systems such as qubits.
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